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Wireless Gaming Controller iPega PG-9023s with smartphone holder

The iPEGA PG-9023S gaming controller
Conveniently play your favorite games on your tablet or smartphone. The iPEGA PG-9023S game controller features a long telescoping
boom,  making  it  a  perfect  fit  for  a  wide  variety  of  devices.  Bluetooth  4.0  connectivity  ensures  stable,  reliable  transmission,  and  the
multimedia buttons provide convenient access to several useful functions. The device is also distinguished by its wide compatibility and
working time of up to 15 hours on a single charge.
 
Long telescopic boom
Customize  the  controller  to  fit  your  needs.  With  the  built-in  telescopic  boom,  you  can  extend  it  up  to  28cm  wide,  allowing  you  to
accommodate not  only  different  smartphone models,  but  also tablets.  Comfortably  play on the device of  your  choice and break more
records!
 
Practical media buttons
Do you often listen to music while playing? Then the Pad G-9023S is perfect for you! The device is equipped with several function buttons
that you can use to quickly and conveniently stop or resume playback, switch songs and adjust the volume.
 
Reliable wireless connection
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Say goodbye to  connection problems.  Bluetooth 4.0  provides a  fast,  stable  and lag-free signal  transmission so you can play even the
most dynamic games without interruption. You don't have to download any apps to use the controller. Simply connect to it via Bluetooth
and enjoy the battles that follow!
 
Created with gamers in mind
The  controller's  buttons  have  been  placed  in  easy-to-reach  locations  for  instant  response.  The  joysticks  rotate  360°  and  provide
unparalleled precision, so you can easily track down an enemy in the game and launch an accurate missile at them. They also have a
nice non-slip grip for even more comfort.
 
Improved design
The iPEGA brand controller features an improved ergonomic design. It fits perfectly in your hands and looks really good. What's more, the
phone or tablet holder is designed to give your devices the required stability and protect them from falling out.
 
Long runtime
Free yourself from cables and gain almost unlimited freedom. The iPEGA wireless pad features a long-lasting battery that allows it to run
for up to 15 hours on a single charge. In standby mode, it lasts up to 40 days! It only takes about 3 hours to fully charge the device.
 
Wide compatibility
Forget  about  compatibility  issues.  The  PG-9023S  pad  works  perfectly  with  most  popular  smartphones  and  tablets.  It  supports  both
Android and iOS (only 11.0-13.3.1 versions). It is also compatible with a wide range of games, so you can comfortably play your favorite
titles without any obstacles.
 
Brand
iPEGA
Model
PG-9023S
Working voltage
DC 3.7V
Working current
Up to 15mA
Working time
Up to 15 hours
Charging port
Micro USB
Bluetooth range
Up to 8m
Charging voltage
DC 5V
Charging current
500mA
Battery capacity
300mAh
Standby time
Up to 40 days
Compatibility
Android, iOS 11.0-13.3.1, Windows 7 / 8 / 10, Nintendo Switch (wired only), PS3 (wired only)
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Price:

€ 32.50

Gaming, Gaming controllers
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